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Abstract
In this paper, we give the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for the rooted Orienteering
problem, as well as a new problem that we call the Discounted-Reward TSP, motivated by robot navigation. In both problems, we are given a graph with lengths on edges and prizes (rewards) on nodes,
and a start node s. In the Orienteering Problem, the goal is to find a path that maximizes the reward
collected, subject to a hard limit on the total length of the path. In the Discounted-Reward TSP, instead
of a length limit we are given a discount factor γ, and the goal is to maximize total discounted reward
collected, where reward for a node reached at time t is discounted by γ t . This problem is motivated by
an approximation to a planning problem in the Markov decision process (MDP) framework under the
commonly employed infinite horizon discounted reward optimality criterion. The approximation arises
from a need to deal with exponentially large state spaces that emerge when trying to model one-time
events and non-repeatable rewards (such as for package deliveries). We also consider tree and multiplepath variants of these problems and provide approximations for those as well. Although the unrooted
orienteering problem, where there is no fixed start node s, has been known to be approximable using
algorithms for related problems such as k-TSP (in which the amount of reward to be collected is fixed
and the total length is approximately minimized), ours is the first to approximate the rooted question,
solving an open problem [3, 1]. We complement our approximation result for Orienteering by showing
that the problem is APX-hard.
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1 Introduction
Consider a robot with a map of its environment, that needs to visit a number of sites in order to drop
off packages, collect samples, search for a lost item, etc. One classic model of such a scenario is the
Traveling Salesman Problem, in which we ask for the tour that visits all the sites and whose length is as
short as possible. However, what if this robot cannot visit everything? For example, it might have a limited
supply of battery power. In that case, a natural question to ask is for the tour that visits the maximum total
reward of sites (where reward might correspond to the value of a package being delivered or the probability
that some lost item we are searching for is located there), subject to a constraint that the total length is at
most some given bound B. This is called the (rooted) Orienteering Problem (“rooted”, because we are
fixing the starting location of the robot). Interestingly, while there have been a number of algorithms that
given a desired reward can approximately minimize the distance traveled (which yield approximations to
the unrooted orienteering problem), approximating the reward for the case of a fixed starting location and
fixed hard length limit has been an open problem.
Alternatively, suppose that battery power is not the limiting consideration, but we simply want to give
the robot a penalty for taking too long to visit high-value sites. For example, if we are searching for a
lost item, and at each time step there is some possibility the item will be taken (or, if we are searching
for a trapped individual in a dangerous environment, and at each time step there is some probability the
individual might die), then we would want to discount the reward for a site reached at time t by γ t , where
γ is a known discount factor. We call this the Discounted-Reward TSP. This problem is motivated by an
approximation to a planning problem in the Markov decision process (MDP) framework [21, 20] under the
commonly employed infinite horizon discounted reward optimality criterion. The approximation arises from
a need to deal with exponentially large state spaces that emerge when trying to model one-time events and
non-repeatable rewards (such as for package deliveries).
In this paper, we provide the first constant-factor approximations to both the (rooted) Orienteering and
the Discounted-Reward TSP problems, and well as a number of variants that we discuss below. We also
prove that Orienteering is APX-hard, or NP-hard to approximate within an arbitrarily small constant factor.

1.1 Motivation and Background
Robot navigation and path planning problems can be modeled in many ways. In the Theoretical Computer
Science and Optimization communities, these are typically modeled as kinds of Prize-Collecting Traveling
Salesman Problems [14, 4, 12, 3]. In the Artificial Intelligence community, problems of this sort are often
modeled as Markov decision processes [6, 7, 16, 20, 21]. Below we give some background and motivation
for our work from each perspective.
1.1.1

Markov decision process motivation

A Markov decision process (MDP) consists of a state space S, a set of actions A, a probabilistic transition
function T , and a reward function R. For this work, it is sufficient to consider discrete, finite S and A. At
any given time step, an agent (such as a robot) acting in an MDP will be located at some state s ∈ S, where it
can choose an action a ∈ A. The agent is subsequently relocated to a new state s 0 drawn from the transition
probability distribution T (s0 |s, a) ≡ Pr[qt+1 = s0 |qt = s, a], where qt is a random variable indicating
the agent’s state at time step t. The transition function captures both the agent’s stochastic dynamics (e.g.,
unreliable actuators) and structure and characteristics of the environment such as walls, pits, friction of the
surface, etc. Associated with each state is a real-valued reward, given by the function R(s), which the agent
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receives upon entering state s.1 For example, a package-delivery robot might get a reward every time it
correctly delivers a package.
The goal of planning in an MDP framework is to formulate a policy, ψ : S → A, that guides the agent
to optimal long-term aggregate reward. In order to encourage the agent to perform the tasks that we want,
and to do so in a timely manner, a commonly employed aggregate reward objective function is the infinite
horizon discounted reward [16, 20, 21]. Specifically, for a given discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1), the value of
reward collected at time
t is discounted by a factor γ t . Thus the total discounted reward, which we aim to
P∞
maximize, is Rtot = t=0 R(st )γ t . Because the agent’s actions are stochastic, in practice we must settle
for optimizing the expected value of this quantity, V ψ (s) = Eψ [Rtot |q0 = s], where the expectation is
taken with respect to all possible trajectories through the state space rooted at state s, weighted by their
probability of occurring under policy ψ. Note that, because a fixed (s, a) pair yields a fixed probability
distribution over next states, the combination of an MDP with a fixed policy produces a Markov chain over
S. The expectation, therefore, is simply the expected discounted reward accumulated by a random walk on
the corresponding Markov chain. This optimality criterion guides the agent to accumulate as much reward
as possible as early as possible, and produces what in practice turns out to be good behavior.
One can also motivate exponential discounting by imagining that, at each time step, there is some fixed
probability the game will end (the robot loses power, a catastrophic failure occurs, the objectives change,
etc.) Exponential discounting also has the nice mathematical property that it is time-independent, meaning
that an optimal strategy is stationary and can be completely described by the mapping from states to actions
given by ψ.2 The overall goal of planning, then, is to locate ψ ∗ , the policy that maximizes V ψ (s), the
expected infinte horizon discounted reward. A fundamental theorem of MDP planning states that for this
optimality criterion, there is guaranteed to be a stationary ψ∗ that dominates all other policies at all states:
∗
V ψ (s) ≥ V ψ (s) for all s ∈ S and all ψ [20].
There are well-known algorithms for solving MDPs in time polynomial in the cardinality of the state
space [6, 20, 21]. However, one drawback of the MDP model is that the agent receives R(s) every time that
state s is visited. Thus, in order to model a package-delivery or search-and-rescue robot, one would need a
state representing not only the current location of the robot, but also a record of all packages (victims) it has
already delivered (rescued). For example, one could write S = L × 2 d , where L is a set of discrete locations
that the robot could occupy, and the list of d bits tracks whether the agent has achieved each of d sub-goals
(packages or rescues). Then the reward function can be R(hl, b 1 , . . . , bd i) = 1 iff l is a location containing
sub-goal i and bi = 0, or R(s) = 0 otherwise. When the robot reaches the location containing sub-goal i,
bi is set to 1 and remains so thereafter. This formulation yields an exponential increase in the size of the
state space over the raw cardinality of L and prevents direct, exact solution of the MDP. Thus, it would be
preferable to directly model the case of rewards that are given only the first time a state is visited [17, 18].
As a first step towards tackling this general problem, we abandon the stochastic element and restrict
the model to deterministic, reversible actions. This model is a reasonable approximation to many robotnavigation style MDP domains, in which we can formulate sub-policies for navigating between pairs of
locations in the environment. Often, such sub-policies, or macros, can be “nearly deterministic” (failing
with probability ≤ ) because they average out the stochasticity of atomic actions over many steps [18]. We
can to a good approximation, therefore, treat such a domain as a deterministic planning problem over the set
of sub-goal locations (nodes) and location-to-location macros (arcs). This leads us to study the DiscountedReward Traveling Salesman Problem, in which we assume we have an undirected weighted graph (edge
1

It is also possible to model rewards associated with actions or transitions by writing more general reward functions such as
R(s, a) or R(s, a, s0 ), but such extensions do not fundamentally change the nature of the MDP. Any such functions can be rewritten
into a model of the form we give here with an appropriate modification to the state and action sets.
2
Under other objective functions, an optimal policy could require dependence on the number of steps remaining in the game or
other functions of the history of states encountered to date.
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weights represent the time to traverse a given edge), with a prize (reward) P
value π v on each vertex v, and
our goal is to find a path visiting each vertex v at time tv so as to maximize
π v γ tv .
1.1.2

PC-TSP and Orienteering problems

A different way to model the goal of collecting as much reward as possible as early as possible is to impose
a hard deadline on the time the robot may spend delivering its packages. The robot gets a reward equal to
the value (prize) of the package on a delivery, but only if the delivery is made before a deadline D. If the
deadline is exceeded, he gets no reward. This problem has been studied previously as the Orienteering [14]
or Bank Robber’s [3] Problem.
Orienteering belongs to the family of the Prize-Collecting Traveling Salesman problems (PC-TSP).
Given a set of cities with non-negative prize values associated with them and a table of pairwise distances,
a salesman needs to pick a subset of the cities to visit so as to minimize the total distance traveled while
maximizing the total amount of prize collected. Note that there is a tradeoff between the cost of a tour
and how much prize it spans. The original version of the PC-TSP introduced by Balas [4] deals with
these two conflicting objectives by combining them: one seeks a tour that minimizes the sum of the total
distance traveled and the penalties (prizes) on cities skipped, while collecting at least a given quota amount
of prize. Goemans and Williamson subsequently focused on a special case of this problem in which the
quota requirement is dropped, and provided a primal-dual 2-approximation algorithm for it [13].
An alternative approach to the bicriterion optimization is to optimize just one of the objectives while
enforcing a fixed bound on the other. For example, in a quota-driven version of the PC-TSP, called k-TSP,
every node has a prize of one unit and the goal is to minimize the total length of the tour, while visiting at
least k nodes. Similarly, Orienteering can be viewed as a budget-driven version of the PC-TSP, since we are
maximizing total amount of prize collected, while keeping the distance traveled below a certain threshold. 3
There are several constant-factor approximations known for the k-TSP problem [2, 11, 8, 3], the best
being a (2 + )-approximation due to Arora and Karakostas [2]. Most of these results are based on a classic
primal-dual algorithm for PC-TSP due to Goemans and Williamson [13] (mentioned above).
The algorithms for k-TSP extend easily to the unrooted version of the Orienteering problem in which
we do not fix the starting location [3]. In particular, given a tour (cycle) of value Π whose length is cD
for some c > 1, we can just break the cycle into c pieces of length at most D, and then take the best one,
whose total value will be at least Π/c. Noting that an optimal cycle of length 2D must span at least as much
prize as an optimal path of length D (since one could just traverse the path forward and then back), we get a
2c-approximation guarantee on the amount of prize contained in a segment we pick. However, this does not
work for the rooted problem because the “best piece” in the above reduction might be far from the start. In
contrast, there is no previously known O(1) approximation algorithm for the rooted Orienteering Problem
in general graphs. Arkin et al. [1] give a constant-factor approximation to the rooted Orienteering problem
for the special case of points in the plane.

1.2 Summary of Results
In this paper, we give constant factor approximation algorithms for both the above problems. To do this,
we devise a min-excess approximation algorithm that, given two endpoints s and t, approximates to within
a constant factor the optimum difference between the length of a prize-collecting s-t path and the length
of the shortest path between the two endpoints. Note that this is a strictly better guarantee than what can
3

Strictly speaking, a budget-driven version of the PC-TSP would require a tour, e.g. a path that ends at the start node, whereas
the Orienteering problem is content with a path that ends at an arbitrary node. We consider both versions of the problem.
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be obtained by using an algorithm for k-TSP, which would return a path that has length at most a constant
multiple times the total optimal length from s to t.
Using an approximation of αCP for a variant of k-TSP, the min-cost s-t path problem (k-path problem
in [9]), as a subroutine, we get an αEP = 32 αCP − 12 approximation for the min-excess (s, t)-path problem.
This further implies a 1 + dαEP e approximation for Orienteering, and a roughly e(α EP + 1) approximation
for Discounted-Reward TSP. Our final approximation factors for these problems are 2 + , 4, and 6.75 +
 respectively, based on an improved analysis of a (2 + )-approximation for min-cost s-t path due to
Chaudhuri et al. [9].
Finally, using the APX-hardness of TSP on bounded metrics [10], we prove that the min-excess path
problem and Orienteering are APX-hard.

1.3 Subsequent Work
Following the initial publication of our work, Bansal et al. [5] obtained a 3-approximation for a stronger
version of Orienteering called “point-to-point Orienteering”, in which the starting location s as well as
the terminal location t are fixed. They also consider the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time-Windows,
a generalization of Orienteering in which each reward has a time-window (“release time” and “deadline”)
associated with it, and reward is earned only if the location is visited within the corresponding time-window.
Bansal et al. obtain an O(log 2 n) approximation for this problem, as well as an O(log n)-approximation
when all the release times are zero.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with some definitions in Section 2.
Then we give an algorithm for min-excess path in Section 3, followed by algorithms for Discounted PC-TSP
and Orienteering in sections 4 and 5 respectively. In Section 6 we extend some of the algorithms to tree and
multiple-path versions of the problems. We conclude in Section 8.

2 Notation and Definitions
Our work encompasses a variety of problems. In this section we introduce the notation to be used throughout
the paper, provide formal problem statements and describe a uniform naming scheme for them.
Let G = (V, E) be a weighted undirected graph, with a distance function on edges, d : E → < + , and a
prize or reward function on nodes, π : V → < + . Let πv = π(v) be the reward on node v. Let s ∈ V denote
a special node called the start or root.
For a path P visiting u before v, let d P (u, v) denote the length along P from u to v. Let d(u, v)
denote the length of the shortest path from node u to node v. P
For ease of notation, let d v = d(s, v) and
dP (v) = P
dP (s, v). For a set of nodes V 0 ⊆ V , let Π(V 0 ) = v∈V 0 πv . For a set of edges E 0 ⊆ E, let
d(E 0 ) = e∈E 0 d(e).
Our problems aim to construct a certain subgraph—a path, tree, or cycle, possibly with additional constraints. Most of the problems attempt a trade-off between two objective functions: the cost (distance) of
the path (or tree, or cycle), and the total prize spanned by it. From the point of view of exact algorithms,
we need simply to specify the cost we are willing to tolerate and the prize we wish to span. Most variants
of this problem, however, are N P-hard, so we focus on approximation algorithms. We must then specify
our willingness to approximate the two distinct objectives. We refer to a min-cost problem when our goal is
to approximately minimize the cost of our objective subject to a fixed lower bound on prize (thus, prize is a
feasibility constraint while our approximated objective is cost). Conversely, we refer to a max-prize problem
when our goal is to approximately maximize the prize collected subject to a fixed upper bound on cost (thus,
cost is a feasibility constraint while our approximated objective is prize). For example, the min-cost tree
5

problem is the traditional k-MST: it requires spanning k prize and aims to minimize the cost of doing so.
Both the rooted and unrooted min-cost tree problems have constant-factor approximations[15, 2, 11, 8, 3].
The max-prize path problem, which aims to find a path of length at most D from the start node s that visits
a maximum amount of prize, is the orienteering problem.
The main subroutine in our algorithms requires also introducing a variation on approximate cost. Define
the excess of a path P from s to t to be d P (s, t) − d(s, t), that is, the difference between that path’s length
and the distance between s and t in the graph. Obviously, the minimum-excess path of total prize Π is
also the minimum-cost path of total prize Π; however, a path of a constant factor times minimum cost may
have more than a constant-factor times the minimum excess. We therefore consider separately the minimum
excess path problem. Note that an (s, t) path approximating the optimum excess  by a factor α will have
length d(s, t) + α ≤ α(d(s, t) + ) and therefore approximates the minimum cost path by a factor α as
well. Achieving a good approximation to this min-excess path problem will turn out to be a key ingredient
in our approximation algorithms.
Finally, as discussed earlier, we consider a different means of combining length and cost motivated by
applications of Markov decision processes. We introduce a discount factor γ < 1. Given a path P rooted
P
at s, let the discounted reward collected at node v by path P be defined as ρPv = πv γ d (s,v) . That is, the
prize gets discounted exponentially by the amount of time it takes for the path to
Preach node v. The maxdiscounted-reward problem is to find a path P rooted at s, that maximizes ρP = v∈P ρPv . We call this the
discounted-reward TSP. Note that the length of the path is not specifically bounded in this problem, though
of course shorter paths produce less discounting.
Problem
min-cost s-t path (αCP )
min-excess path (αEP )
max discounted-prize path (αDP )
max-prize path (αP P )
max-prize tree (αP T )
max-prize cycle (αP C )
max-prize multiple-path (αkP P )

Best approx.
2+
2.5 + 
2+
6.75 + 
4
8
8
5

Source/Reduction
[9]
3
1
2 (αCP ) − 2
algorithm based on [9]
(1 + αEP )(1 + 1/αEP )αEP
1 + dαEP e
2αP P
2αP P
αP P + 1

Hardness of approx.
220/219
220/219

1481/1480
1481/1480
1481/1480

Figure 1: Approximation factors and reductions for our problems.

2.1 Results
We present a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the max-prize path (rooted Orienteering) problem, solving an open problem of [3, 1], as well as the discounted-reward TSP. Central to our results is a
constant-factor approximation for the min-excess path problem defined above, which uses an algorithm for
the min-cost s-t path problem as a subroutine. We also give constant-factor approximations to several related
problems, including the max-prize tree problem—the “dual” to the k-MST (min-cost tree) problem—and
max-prize cycle. Specific constants are given in Figure 1. For the Min-Excess problem, we derive an improved approximation of 2 +  in section 3.2, based on a tighter analysis of the min-cost s-t path algorithm
of [9]. This improvement gives a better approximation factor of 6.75 +  for the Max Discounted-Prize Path
problem.
Our approximation algorithms reflect a series of reductions from one approximation problem to another.
Improvements in the approximations for various problems will propagate through. We state approximation
6

factors in the form αXY where XY denotes the problem being approximated; the first letter denotes the
objective (cost, prize, excess, or discounted prize denoted by C, P , E, and D respectively), and the second
the structure (path, cycle, or tree denoted by P , C, or T respectively).

2.2 Preliminaries
To support dynamic programming in the max-prize variants, we begin by scaling all prizes to polynomially
bounded integers (in the number of vertices n). We can do this by guessing the value Π of the optimum
solution via binary search4 and multiplying all prizes by n2 /Π, yielding a graph with optimal prize value
n2 . If we now round every prize down to the nearest integer, we lose at most n units of prize, which is
a negligible multiplicative factor. This negligible factor does mean that an approximation algorithm with
guarantee c on polynomially bounded inputs has (weaker) guarantee “arbitrarily close to c” on arbitrary
inputs. Likewise, for the min-cost or min-excess variants, we can assume that the given prize value Π is
polynomially bounded.

3 Min-Excess Path
Let P ∗ be the shortest path from s to t with Π(P ∗ ) ≥ k. Let (P ∗ ) = d(P ∗ )−d(s, t). Our algorithm returns
a path P with Π(P ) ≥ k and length d(P ) = d(s, t) + α EP (P ∗ ), where αEP = 32 αCP − 12 . Thus we obtain
a (2.5 + δ)-approximation to min-excess path using an algorithm of Chaudhuri et al. [9] for min-cost s-t
path (MCP) with αCP = 2 + δ.
We begin with a brief description of the min-cost path algorithm and approximation. In their paper
Chaudhuri et al. provide a subroutine for constructing a tree containing nodes s and t that spans at least k
vertices5 and has cost at most (1 + δ) times the cost of the shortest s-t path with k vertices, for any fixed
constant δ. To construct an s-t path from the tree obtained by the algorithm of Chaudhuri et al., we can
double all the edges, except those along the tree path from s to t. This gives us a partial “Euler tour” of the
tree that starts at s and ends at t. Clearly, the cost of such a path is at most (2 + δ) times the cost of the
shortest s-t path spanning prize k, for any fixed constant δ.
Now we return to the harder Min-Excess Path (MEP) problem. The idea for our algorithm for MinExcess Path (MEP) is as follows. Suppose that the optimum solution path encounters all its vertices in
increasing order of distance from s. We call such a path monotonic. We can find this optimum monotonic
path via a simple dynamic program: for each possible prize value p and for each vertex i in increasing order
of distance from s, we compute the minimum excess path that starts at vertex s, ends at i, and collects prize
at least p.
We solve the general case by breaking the optimum path into segments that are either monotonic (so can
be found optimally as just described) or “wiggly” (generating a large amount of excess). We show that the
total length of the wiggly portions is comparable to the excess of the optimum path; our solution uses the
optimum monotonic paths and approximates the length of the wiggly portions by a constant factor, yielding
an overall increase proportional to the excess.
Consider the optimal path P ∗ from s to t. We divide it into segments in the following manner. For any
real d, define f (d) as the number of edges on P∗ with one endpoint at distance less than d from s and the
other endpoint at distance at least d from s. Note that f (d) ≥ 1 for all 0 ≤ t ≤ d t (it may also be nonzero for
some d ≥ dt ). Note also that f is piecewise constant, changing only at distances equal to vertex distances.
We break the real line into intervals according to f : the type one intervals are the maximal intervals on
4

Technically we will be finding the highest value Π such that our algorithm comes within its claimed approximation ratio.
The algorithm can be transformed easily to obtain a tree spanning a given target prize value—to each node v with a prize π v ,
we attach πv − 1 leaves, and run the algorithm on this new graph.
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V1

V2

Vn

t

s
b1

b2

type 1

bi
type 2

type 1

bn
type 2

type 1

type 2

Figure 2: Segment partition of a path in graph G

which f (d) = 1; the type 2 intervals are the maximal intervals on which f (d) ≥ 2. These intervals partition
the real line (out to the maximum distance reached by the optimum solution) and alternate between types
1 and 2. Let the interval boundaries be labeled 0 = b 1 < b2 · · · bm , where bm is the maximum distance of
any vertex on the path, so that the ith interval is (bi , bi+1 ). Note that each bi is the distance label for some
vertex. Let Vi be the set of vertices whose distance from s falls in the i th interval. Note that the optimum
path traverses each set Vi exactly once—once it leaves some Vi it does not return. One of any two adjacent
intervals is of type 1; if the path left this interval and returned to it then f (d) would exceed 1 within the
interval. Thus, the vertices of P ∗ in set Vi form a contiguous segment of the optimum path that we label as
Si = P ∗ ∩ V i .
A segment partition is shown in Figure 2.
Note that for each i, there may be (at most) 1 edge crossing from V i to Vi+1 . To simplify the next two
lemmas, let us split that edge into two with a vertex at distance b i from s, so that every edge is completely
contained in one of the segments (this can be done since one endpoint of the edge has distance exceeding b i
and the other endpoint has distance less than b i ).
Lemma 3.1. A segment Si of type 1 has length at least bi+1 − bi . A segment Si of type 2 has length at least
3(bi+1 − bi ), unless it is the segment containing t in which case it has length at least 3(d t − bi ).
Proof. The length of segment Si is lower bounded by the integral of f (d) over the i th interval. In a type 1
interval the result is immediate. For a type 2 interval, note that f (d) ≥ 1 actually implies that f (d) ≥ 3 by
a parity argument—if the path crosses distance d twice only, it must end up at distance less than d.
Corollary 3.2. The total length of type-2 segments is at most 3(P ∗ )/2.
Proof. Let `i denote the length of segment i. We know that the length of P ∗ is dt + (P ∗ ) =
same time, we can write
dt ≤ b m =

m−1
X

(bi+1 − bi ) ≤

i=1

i

X

`i +

type 1

It follows that
(P ∗ ) =

X

`i − d t ≥
i

X

type 2

Multiplying both sides by 3/2 completes the proof.
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2`i /3

i

X

type 2

`i /3

P

`i . At the

Having completed this analysis, we note that the corollary remains true even if we do not introduce
extra vertices on edges crossing interval boundaries. The crossing edges are no longer counted as parts of
segments, but this only decreases the total length of type 2 segments.

3.1 A Dynamic Program
Our algorithm computes, for each interval that might be an interval of the optimum solution, a segment
corresponding to the optimum solution in that interval. It then uses a dynamic program to paste these
fragments together using (and paying for) edges that cross between segments. The segments we compute
are defined by 4 vertices: the closest-to-s and farthest-from-s vertices, c and f , in the interval (which define
the start- and end-points of the interval: our computation is limited to vertices within that interval), and the
first and last vertices, x and y, on the segment within that interval. They are also defined by the amount
p of prize we are required to collect within the segment. There are therefore O(Πn 4 ) distinct segments to
compute, where Π is the total prize in the graph. For each segment we find an optimum solution for a type
1 and a type 2 interval. For a type-1 interval the optimum path is monotonic; we can therefore compute (in
linear time) an optimum (shortest) monotonic path from x to y that collects prize p. If the interval is of type
2, the optimum path need not be monotonic. Instead, we use the MCP routine to approximate to within a
constant factor the minimum length of a path that starts at x, finishes at y, stays within the boundaries of the
interval defined by c and f , and collects prize at least p.
Given the optimum type 1 and near-optimum type-2 segment determined for each set of 4 vertices
and prize value, we can find the optimal way to paste some subset of them together monotonically using a
dynamic program. Note that the segments corresponding to the optimum path are considered in this dynamic
program, so our solution will be at least as good as the one we get by using the segments corresponding to the
ones on the optimum path (i.e., using the optimum type-1 segments and using the approximately optimum
type-2 segments). We need only show that this solution is good.
We focus on the segments corresponding to the optimum path P ∗ . Consider the segments Si of length
`i on the optimum path. If Si is of type 1, our algorithm will find a (monotonic) segment with the same
endpoints collecting the same amount of prize of no greater length. If S i is of type 2, our algorithm (through
its use of subroutine MCP) will find a path with the same endpoints collecting the same prize over length at
most αCP `i . Let L1 denote the total length of the optimum type 1 segments, together with the lengths of the
edges used to connect between segments. Let L 2 denote the total length of the optimum type 2 segments.
Recall that L1 + L2 = dt + (P ∗ ) and that (by Corollary 3.2) L2 ≤ 23 (P ∗ ). By concatenating the optimum
type-1 segments and the approximately optimum type-2 segments, the dynamic program can (and therefore
will) find a path collecting the same total prize as P∗ of total length at most
L1 + αCP L2 = L1 + L2 + (αCP − 1)L2


3
≤ dt + (P ∗ ) + (αCP − 1)
(P ∗ )
2


3
1
= dt +
αCP −
(P ∗ ).
2
2
In other words, we approximate the minimum excess to within a factor of 23 αCP − 21 .

3.2 An Improved Approximation for Min-Excess
Our approximation guarantee for min-excess path α EP is based on the approximation guarantee α CP for the
min-cost path problem. However, we use the algorithm for the latter problem as a “black-box” subroutine.
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In this section we show how to slightly improve our approximation guarantee for min-excess path problem
by exploiting the details of the min-cost path algorithm derived from the work of Chaudhuri et al. [9].
Let us consider a segment of type-2 of an optimum min-excess path with endpoints u and v and length
` = d(u, v) + . If we apply the algorithm of Chaudhuri et al. with roots u and v, we get a tree containing u
and v of total edge cost arbitrarily close to `. Our min-cost path algorithm then converts this tree into a path
from u to v by doubling all edges, except for the ones on the tree path from u to v. Noting that the total cost
of “non-doubled” edges is d(u, v) = ` − , we get a path from u to v of length at most (1 + δ)` + , for any
fixed small constant δ.
Now we can apply Corollary 3.2 to obtain an approximation in terms of the excess. However, note that
the  in the above expression is the excess of the path between the nodes u and v, and is not the same as
the difference of the excess of the path P ∗ at v and its excess at u. In order to obtain a bound in terms
of the latter, let u denote the excess of P ∗ from s to u, and v the excess of P ∗ from s to v. Then,
` = (dv + v ) − (du + u ) ≤ d(u, v) + v − u . Therefore,  ≤ v − u , and the Chaudhuri et al. algorithm
returns a path of length at most (1 + δ)` +  v − u .
The dynamic program finds a path collecting the same total prize as P∗ and of total length at most
X
L1 + (1 + δ)L2 +
(v − u ) ≤ L1 + (1 + δ)L2 + (P ∗ )
type 2 segments

= dt + 2(P ∗ ) + δL2
3
≤ dt + 2(P ∗ ) + δ (P ∗ )
2
where the last statement follows from Corollary 3.2. Therefore, we get an approximation ratio of 2 + δ 0 for
the min-excess path problem, for any small constant δ 0 .

4 Maximum Discounted-Prize Path
In this section we present an approximation algorithm for the Discounted-RewardP
TSP problem which builds
P
upon our min-excess path algorithm. Recall that we aim to optimize ρ(P ) =
γ dv πv . Assume without
loss of generality that the discount factor is γ = 1/2—we simply rescale each length ` to ` 0 such that
0
γ ` = ( 12 )` , i.e., `0 = ` log2 (1/γ).
We first establish a property of an optimal solution that we make use of in our algorithm. Define the
scaled prize π 0 of a node v to be the (discounted) reward P
that a path gets at node v if it follows a shortest path
0
d
0
v
from the root to v. That is, πv = πv γ . Let Π (P ) = v∈P πv0 . Note that for any path P , the discounted
reward obtained by P is at most Π0 (P ).
Now consider an optimal solution P ∗ . Fix a parameter  that we will set later. Let t be the last node on
∗
the path P ∗ for which dPt − dt ≤ , i.e., the excess of path P ∗ at t is at most . Consider the portion of P ∗
from root s to t. Call this path Pt∗ .
Lemma 4.1. Let Pt∗ be the part of P ∗ from s to t. Then, ρ(Pt∗ ) ≥ ρ(P ∗ )(1 −

1
2 ).

Proof. Assume otherwise. Suppose we shortcut P ∗ by taking a shortest path from s to the next node visited
by P ∗ after t. This new path collects (discounted) rewards from the vertices of P ∗ − Pt∗ , which form more
than a 21 fraction of the total discounted reward by assumption. The shortcutting procedure decreases the
distance on each of these vertices by at least , meaning these rewards are “undiscounted” by a factor of at
least 2 over what they would be in path P ∗ . Thus, the total reward on this path exceeds the optimum, a
contradiction.
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It follows that we can approximate ρ(P ∗ ) by approximating ρ(Pt∗ ). Based on the above observation, we
give the algorithm of Figure 3 for finding an approximately optimal solution. Note that “guess t” and “guess
k” are implemented by exhausting all polynomially many possibilities.
Algorithm for Discounted PC-TSP
1. Re-scale all edge lengths so that γ = 1/2.
2. Replace the prize value of each node with the prize discounted by the shortest path to that node:
πv0 = γ dv πv . Call this modified graph G0 .
3. Guess t—the last node on optimal path P ∗ with excess less than .
4. Guess k—the value of Π0 (Pt∗ ).
5. Apply our min-excess path approximation algorithm to find a path P collecting scaled prize k with
small excess.
6. Return this path as the solution.

Figure 3: Approximation for Maximum Discounted-Prize Path
Our analysis below proceeds in terms of α = α EP , the approximation factor for our min-excess path
algorithm.
Lemma 4.2. Our approximation algorithm finds a path P that collects discounted reward ρ(P ) ≥ Π 0 (Pt∗ )/2α .
Proof. The prefix Pt∗ of the optimum path shows that it is possible to collect scaled prize k = Π 0 (Pt∗ ) on
a path with excess . Thus, our approximation algorithm finds a path collecting the same scaled prize with
excess at most α. In particular, the excess of any vertex v in P is at most α. Thus, the discounted reward
collected at v is at least
 dv  α
 α
 dv +α
1
1
1
1
0
= πv
=πv
ρ(v) ≥ πv
2
2
2
2
Summing over all v ∈ P and observing Π 0 (P ) ≥ Π0 (P ∗ ) completes the proof.
Combining Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.1, we get the following:
Theorem 4.3. The solution returned by the above algorithm has ρ(P ) ≥ (1 −

1
∗
α
2 )ρ(P )/2 .

Proof.
ρ(P ) ≥ Π0 (P ∗ )/2α
≥

ρ(Pt∗ )/2α

≥



1−

1
2



by Lemma 4.2
by definition of π0

ρ(P ∗ )/2α

by Lemma 4.1

We can now set  as we like. Writing x = 2 − we optimize our approximation factor by maximizing
(1 − x)xα to deduce x = α/(α + 1). Plugging in this x yields an approximation ratio of (1 + α EP )(1 +
1/αEP )αEP .
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5 Orienteering
In this section we present an algorithm for computing an approximately maximum-prize path of length at
most D that starts at a specified vertex s. We will use the algorithm for min-excess path given in section 3
as a subroutine. Our algorithm for the Max-Prize problem is given in Figure 4. As before “guess k” is
implemented by performing a binary search.
Algorithm for Max-Prize Path (Orienteering)
1. Guess k, the amount of prize collected by an optimum orienteering solution. Let α = dα EP e + 1.
2. For each vertex v, compute min-excess path from s to v collecting prize k/α.
3. There exists a v such that the min-excess path returned has length at most D; return the corresponding
path.

Figure 4: Algorithm for Max-Prize Path (Orienteering)
We analyze this algorithm by showing that any optimum orienteering solution contains a low-excess
path which, in turn, is an approximately optimum orienteering solution. More precisely, we prove that for
Π∗
v
some vertex v, there exists a path from s to v with excess at most D−d
αEP that collects prize at least αP P where
αEP is the approximation ratio for min-excess path, α P P is the desired approximation ratio for Max-Prize
Path, and Π∗ is the prize of the optimum Max-Prize Path. Assuming this path exists, our min-excess path
v
computation on this vertex v will find a path with total length at most dv + αEP D−d
αEP = D and prize at least
Π∗
αP P , providing an αP P -approximation for orienteering.
Let t be the last vertex on the optimum orienteering path. We first consider the case where t is the vertex
at maximum distance from s on the optimum path.
Lemma 5.1. If there is a path from s to t of length at most D that collects prize Π, such that t is the furthest
v
and prize
point from s along this path, then there is a path from s to some node v with excess at most D−d
r
Π
at least r (for any integer r ≥ 1).
Proof. For each point a along the original path P , let (a) = d Pa − da ; in other words, (a) is the excess in
the length of the path to a over the shortest-path distance. We have (t) ≤ D − d t . Consider mapping the
points on the path to a line from 0 to (t) according to their excess (we observe that excess only increases
as we traverse path P ). Divide this line into r intervals with length (t)
r . Some such interval must contain at
least Πr prize, since otherwise the entire interval from 0 to (t) would not be able to collect prize Π. Suppose
such an interval starts with node a and ends with node v. We consider a path from s to v that takes the
shortest s-a path, then follows path P from a to v. This path collects the prize of the interval from a to v in
the original path, which is a prize of at least Πr as desired. The total length of this path is d a + dP (a, v) =
(t)
D−dt
v
da + dPv − dPa = dv + (v) − (a) ≤ dv + (t)
≤ D−d
r . The excess of this path is r ≤
r
r .
Of course, in general the optimum orienteering path might have some intermediate node that is farther
from s than the terminal node t. We will generalize the above lemma to account for this case.
Lemma 5.2. If there is a path from s to t of length at most D that collects prize Π, then there is a path from
Π
v
and prize at least r+1
(for any integer r ≥ 1).
s to some node v with excess at most D−d
r
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Proof. Let f be the furthest point from s along the given path P . We are interested in the case where f 6= t.
We can break path P into two pieces; first a path from s to f and then a path from f to t. Using the symmetry
of our metric, we can produce a second path from s to f by using the shortest path from s to t and then
following the portion of our original path from f to t in reverse. We now have two paths from s to f , each of
which has length at most D. The total length of these paths is bounded by D + d t . We will call our paths A
and B, and let their lengths be df +δA and df +δB respectively. Note that δA +δB ≤ D+dt −2df < D−df .
We now map path A to the interval from 0 to δ A according to the excess at each point, much as in
B
(the last sub-interval may have
Lemma 5.1. We consider dividing this interval into pieces of length δA +δ
r
shorter length if δA does not divide evenly). We perform the same process on path B. We have created a
total of r + 1 intervals (this relies on the assumption that r is integral, allowing us to bound the sum of the
ceilings of the number of intervals for each path). We conclude that some such interval has prize at least
Π
r+1 . We suppose without loss of generality that this interval spans a portion of path A from a to v. We now
consider a path that travels from s to a via the shortest path and then from a to v following path A. The
D−d
v
B
for an excess of at most r f ≤ D−d
as desired.
length of this path is bounded by dv + δA +δ
r
r
Making use of Lemma 5.2, we can prove that our algorithm for orienteering obtains a constant approximation. Making use of Chaudhuri et al.’s approximation for min-cost s-t path [9] along with our result on
min-excess path from section 3, we have a 4-approximation for Orienteering.
Theorem 5.3. Our algorithm is an (dα EP e + 1)-approximation for the max-prize path (orienteering) problem, where αEP is the approximation factor for min-excess path.
Proof. Lemma 5.2 implies that there exists a path from s to some v with excess
Π∗

D−dv
dαEP e

obtaining prize

D−dv
dαEP e ,

Such a path has length dv +
implying that the approximation algorithm for min-excess will
find a path from s to v with length at most dv + (D − dv ) = D and at least the same prize. The algorithm
described will eventually try the proper values of k and v and find such a path in polynomial time.
dαEP e+1 .

6 Extensions
6.1 Max-Prize Tree and Max-Prize Cycle
In this section, we consider the tree and cycle variants of the Orienteering problem. In Max-Prize Tree, given
a graph G with root r, prize function Π and lengths d, we are required to output a tree T rooted at r with
d(T ) ≤ D and maximum possible reward Π(T ). This problem is also called the Budget Prize-Collecting
Steiner Tree problem [15]. Although the unrooted version of the problem can be approximated to within a
factor of 5 +  via a 3-approximation for k-MST [15], the version of the problem in which a tree is required
to contain a specified vertex has remained open until recently.
Let the optimal solution for this problem be a tree T ∗ . Double the edges of this tree to obtain an Euler
tour of length at most 2D. Now, divide this tour into two paths, each starting from the root r and having
length at most D. Among them, let P 0 be the path that has greater reward. Now consider the Max-Prize
Path problem on the same graph with distance limit D. Clearly the optimal solution P ∗ to this problem
∗
has Π(P ∗ ) ≥ Π(P 0 ) ≥ Π(T2 ) . Thus, we can use the αP P -approximation for Orienteering to get a 2α P P approximation to T ∗ .
Finally we note that we can use our algorithm for the Orienteering problem to approximate Max-Prize
Cycle. Namely, we can find an approximately maximum-prize cycle of length at most D that contains a
specified vertex s. To this end we apply our algorithm to an instance of the Orienteering problem with the
starting node s and the length constraint D/2. To obtain a cycle from the resulting path we connect its
endpoints by a shortest path. Clearly, the length of the resulting cycle is at most D. Now, notice that an
13

optimal max-prize cycle of length D can span at most twice the amount of prize that an optimal max-prize
path of length D/2. Thus, using αP P -approximation to Orienteering we get 2α P P -approximation to the
Max-Prize Cycle problem.

6.2 Multiple-Path Orienteering
In this section we consider a variant of the Orienteering in which we are allowed to construct up to k paths,
each having length at most D.
We approximate this problem by applying the algorithm in Section 4 successively k times, to construct
the k paths. At the i-th step, we set the prizes of all points visited in the first i − 1 paths to 0, and constructed
the i-th path on the new graph, using the Orienteering algorithm in Section 5. Using a set-cover like argument, we get the following approximation guarantees for the cases when all paths have the same starting
point and when different paths have different starts.
Theorem 6.1. If all the paths have a common start node, the above algorithm gives a 1/(1 − e −αP P )
approximation to Multiple-Path Orienteering. If the paths have different start nodes, the above algorithm
gives a αP P + 1 approximation to Multiple-Path Orienteering.
Proof. Consider first the case when all the paths have the same starting point. Let the difference in the
reward collected by the optimal solutionand the reward collected by our solution upto stage i be Π i . At the
beginning, this is the total reward of the optimal solution. At step i, at least one of the paths in the optimal
solution collects reward, not collected by the algorithm by stage i, of value at least k1 Πi . Then, using the
approximation guarantee of the algorithm for orienteering, our solution collects at least a kα1P P fraction of
this reward. That is, Πi+1 ≤ (1 − kα1P P )Πi . By the end of k rounds, the total reward collected by optimal
solution, but not collected by us, is at most (1 − kα1P P )k Π(P ∗ ) ≤ e−αP P Π(P ∗ ), and the result follows.
Next consider the case when different paths have different starting locations. Let O i be the set of
points visited by the i-th path in the optimal solution, and A i be the corresponding set of points visited
by our algorithm. Let ∆i be the set of points that are visited by the i-th path in the optimal solution and
some other path in our solution. Let O = ∪ i Oi , A = ∪i Ai and ∆ = ∪i ∆i . Now, in the i-th stage,
there is a valid path starting at the i-th source, that visits all points in O i \ ∆i . Thus we have Π(Ai ) ≥
1
α P P (Π(Oi ) − Π(∆i )). Summing over i, we get α P P Π(A) ≥ (Π(O) − Π(∆)). But Π(∆) ≤ Π(A). Thus
Π(A) ≥ αP P1 +1 Π(O).

7 Hardness of Approximation
All the problems discussed in this paper are NP-hard, as they are generalizations of the Traveling Salesman
Problem. In this section we show that the min-excess path problem and Orienteering are APX-hard, that is,
it is NP-hard to approximate these problems to within an arbitrary constant factor.
The hardness of approximating the min-excess path problem follows from the APX-hardness of TSP
[19]. In particular, we can approximate TSP to within an α factor by approximating the min-excess problem
to within an α factor with a reward quota of n. We therefore get the following theorem:
Theorem 7.1. The min-excess path problem is NP-hard to approximate to within a factor of
Theorem 7.2. Orienteering is NP-hard to approximate to within a factor of

220
219 .

1481
1480 .

Proof. We reduce the TSP on {1, 2}-metrics to Orienteering. In particular, let G = (V, E) be a complete
graph on n nodes, with edges lengths in the set {1, 2}. Engebretsen and Karpinski [10] show that the TSP
741
is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 1 + α = 740
on such graphs.
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Our reduction is as follows. Let the length of the optimal TSP solution be L = n + δn. (We simply
try all values of L between n and 2n.) Suppose that there is an algorithm that approximates Orienteering
1
. We apply this algorithm to the graph G with distance limit L.
within a factor of 1 + β, where β ≤ 1480
Note that the optimal solution (which is the optimal TSP path) collects n − 1 nodes within distance L (all
nodes except the start, assuming a reward of 0 on the start node). Therefore, the solution returned by our
1
algorithm collects 1+β
(n − 1) nodes. We augment this solution to a tour containing all the nodes, by using
1
(1 − 1+β )(n − 1) + 1 edges of length at most 2. Therefore, the length of our solution is at most
L + 2(1 −

1
1+β )(n

2β
− 1) + 2 = L + 1+β
(n − 1) + 2
< L + 2βn
= L + αn ≤ (1 + α)L

where the second inequality follows from assuming that n > β12 .
Therefore, we get a (1 + α)-approximation to TSP on G, contradicting the fact that TSP is NP-hard to
approximate to within a (1 + α) factor on {1, 2}-metrics.
Using a similar argument as for Orienteering, we get a
cycle problem as well.

1481
1480

hardness of approximation for the max-prize

8 Conclusions
In this paper we give constant factor algorithms for the Orienteering problem, Discounted-Reward TSP, and
some of their variants. We also prove that it is NP-hard to obtain a PTAS for the Orienteering and minexcess problems. An interesting open problem is to obtain better approximations, or even a PTAS, for these
problems when the underlying metric is planar. Another interesting open problem is to consider the directed
versions of the problems, although we believe that it may be hard to approximate these to within constant or
even logarithmic factors.
Even more ambitiously, returning to the MDP motivation for this work, one would like to generalize
these results to probabilistic transition functions. However, this has the additional complication that the
optimum solution may not even have a short description (it is no longer just a path). Still, perhaps some sort
of non-trivial approximation bound, or a result holding in important special cases, can be found.
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